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Abstract— We had previously shown that the average search distance in unstructured peer-to-peer networks
having an Erdos-Renyi random graph search topology is minimized when the number of replicas of objects is
proportional to the object request probabilities and this results in a minimum search distance is equal to the
entropy in object request probabilities minus the logarithm of per-node cache size. In this paper we show that
these results also hold for DHT-based peer-to-peer networks that employ prefix-based routing. The advantage
of proportional replication in minimizing the search distance adds to the benefits of proportional replication for
download time, network resources usage and fairness we have found in our earlier work.
In order to show the above result, we generalize a recently proposed replication approach where an object is
replicated at nodes with ids adjacent to the id of the node responsible for the object. We show that the average
search distance for an object is logarithmically related to the number of replicas of the object in prefix-routingbased DHT systems when the replicas are placed in the manner described. This result can be easily extended to
randomized DHTs that make exponential progress to the destination address in O(1) steps.
Finally, we generalize the relation between the optimal average search distance and entropy in object request
probabilities to any peer-to-peer network with an overlay topology that exhibits exponential expansion
regardless of whether the network is structured or unstructured by mapping the search problem in a peer-topeer network to a coding problem.
1. Introduction
Peer-to-peer networks are loosely organized networks of autonomous entities (user nodes or “peers”) which
make their resources available to other peers. Since each new peer brings additional resources, these networks
are fully scalable provided that the resources each peer offers can be found by the peers who need those
resources. Thus, finding the desired resource is a critical issue in peer-to-peer networks. Keeping a centralized
index of the resources each peer is offering is an approach that has scalability issues and a single point of failure.
Alternatively, a direct approach for finding the desired resource is to have the peer wanting a resource to query
other nodes to find a node that has that resource. Since a node cannot realistically keep the addresses of all other
peers, an overlay network is constructed where each node keeps addresses of a few other peers (called its
neighbors) through whom it reaches the rest of the peers. Peer-to-peer networks following this approach are
referred to as unstructured peer-to-peer networks to distinguish them from structured networks [7, 9] which map
each unique resource to a particular node in the network. Due to the resource-to-node mapping, searching for a
resource in structured networks is equivalent to finding the node responsible for the resource. Unlike
unstructured networks, well-defined paths can be followed in structured networks to locate any node. However,
the efficiency of structured networks is at the cost of lack of flexibility which introduces other issues [16].
In both the structured and unstructured approaches, a key issue is the average number of hops (the average
search distance) to find a peer who is offering a particular resource. In our earlier work [9, 12], we had
investigated the minimum average search distance possible in unstructured peer-to-peer networks. We present
these results in Section 2. In Section 3, we investigate the same issues for structured networks that use prefixrouting and find the same answers when the replicas are placed at nodes with ids adjacent to the id of the node
responsible for the object, i.e. (i) the average search distance to an object is logarithmically related to the
number of replicas of that object; (ii) the average search distance is minimized when the number of replicas of
each object is proportional to the request probability of the object; and (iii) the minimum average search
distance is equal to the entropy in object request probabilities minus the logarithm of the per-node cache size
expressed in units of the number of objects that can be stored. This similarity in results suggests that the results
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may be applicable to any peer-to-peer network. In Section 4, using information-theoretic arguments, we show
that the average search distance in peer-to-peer networks with topologies that exhibit exponential expansion is
lower bounded by the entropy in object request probabilities minus the logarithm of the per-node cache size.
This result gives us an alternate method of showing the optimality of proportional replication for average search
distance in structured and unstructured networks independent of the Lagrangian optimization approach used in
[9, 12] and Section 3. Section 5 discusses some of the relevant work and Section 6 concludes this paper.
2. Optimal Search Distance in Unstructured Networks
We had conducted a detailed study of search performance in unstructured networks in [9]. In this section, we
present the relevant results on average search distance from [9] for controlled flooding search.
The first result expresses the relation between the average search distance for an object and the number of
replicas of the object and is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: In unstructured peer-to-peer networks with an Erdos-Renyi random graph search network topology,
under the assumption that the replicas of an object are uniformly distributed over the nodes in the network, the
average search distance to an object i, τi(ni), is related to the number of replicas of object i, ni, as

τi(ni) = logd(M/ni)

(1)

when M→∞ and ni/M<< 1, where M is the number of nodes in the network and d is the average per-node degree
■
of the search network topology.
The average search distance averaged across all requests, τ, is

λi
τi(ni)
(2)
λ
N
where λi is the request rate for object i for i = 1,2, …, N, λ = ∑ i =1 λi and τi(ni) is as given in (1).
τ = ∑ i =1
N

The second result provides the replica distribution that minimizes the average search distance and is
summarized in the following theorem from [9].
Theorem 2: Given an unstructured peer-to-peer network where the relation between the hop distance τi(ni) to
the nearest replica and the number of replicas ni is of the form τi(ni) = α logd(M/ni) and the storage capacity at
each node is the same and is equal to K objects, then the average search distance in controlled flooding query
searches is minimized when the number of replicas, ni, of object i is piece-wise linear with respect to the object
request rate λi, (i=1,2, …, N ) i.e.

λi
KM
λ
ni =

λ 1
1
∀i,
≤ i ≤
KM λ K

if

Max(1,Min( γλi , M))
where γ is s.t. ∑ i =1 ni = KM
N

in the general case.

(3)
(4)

■
Figure 1 shows this result for the two cases described.
M

Number of Replicas

Number of Replicas

M

1
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File Request Rate

File Request Rate

(i)

(ii)

Figure 1. Optimal Replica Distribution: (i) under constraints on file request rates (ii) in the general case
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The third result is directly obtained by substituting (3) in (2) and (1) as summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 3: In unstructured peer-to-peer networks with Erdos-Renyi random graph search network topology,
under the assumption that the replicas of an object are uniformly distributed over the nodes in the network and
the storage capacity at each node is equal, the minimum average search distance in controlled flooding query
searches is given by

τopt = − ∑ i =1
N

λi
λ
logd i − logdK
λ
λ

(5)

N
λ 1
1
∀i, where λi is the request rate for object i for i = 1,2,…, N, λ = ∑ i =1 λi , N is the number of
≤ i ≤
KM λ K
objects in the network, M is the number of nodes in the network, K is the per-node cache size in number of
objects and d is the average per-node degree of the search network topology.
■

if

We note that λi/λ is the probability a request will be for object i and, throughout the rest of the paper, we will
use object request probability pi instead of λi/λ.
In the next section we show that the same results hold for structured networks based on DHTs that use
prefix-based routing.

3. Optimal Search Distance in Structured Networks
3.1 Distributed Hash Tables
A popular approach to solving the search problem is maintaining a Distributed Hash Table (DHT) over the
participating peers – – the hash table is split into disjoint partitions and each peer is assigned the management of
one partition based on its “ID”, a hash function maps each resource to a hash-value and the peer responsible for
the partition that includes this hash value is the contact point for this resource. Therefore, in DHT-based systems
(the ID of) the contact point for any resource can be computed. However, one still needs to know the physical
location (the IP address) of this contact point. Since in most cases it is impractical for each node to store the IP
address of every peer in the network, links are maintained to a subset of peers selected based on their IDs (the IP
address of these peers is stored so they are reachable). Taken together, these links form a routing overlay
network and each peer is reachable via this overlay network. The search distance to a resource (in our
definition) is the average number of hops needed on the overlay network to reach the peer responsible for that
resource.
There are many competing DHT proposals that differ in the routing overlay network they use and the manner
in which they handle peer dynamics among other things. In this paper, we restrict our attention to the systems
that make exponential progress towards the target in each step (as opposed to tori-based systems like [6]). In the
deterministic version of these systems [4, 7, 8, 14], “hard-wired” links at maintained at each resolution (e.g. if
there are 16 partitions and a peer has the node ID, say, 0000, it will maintain a link to node ID 1xxx, another
link to node ID 01xx and another to node ID 001x). In the randomized version [2, 3], each peer has a few shortdistance links to their successors and predecessors to ensure (ring-like) connectivity and a few long-distance
links for the “small-world” effect (i.e. a link with a node at distance x with probability 1/x). In these types of
networks, in a network of M nodes, the distance to any node is O(logM) as (with high probability) the distance
can be cut in half by an appropriate long-distance link or by following a few short-distance links until a suitable
long-distance link is found. In this paper we show our results for deterministic topologies but we believe that the
procedure used can be easily modified to show the same results for the randomized topologies.
The standard DHT framework precludes any replication (a replica of a resource will map to the same node)
and earlier systems [14] suggested caching query results at intermediate hops orthogonal to the DHT structure.
Such replication has limited utility in reducing the search distance but an alternate method is proposed in [5]
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which replicates an object (or the pointer to the object) at peers adjacent1 (in the id space) to the peer responsible
for that object. The proposal in [5] replicated an object 2i times to decrease its search distance by i hops. In the
next section, we generalize their approach to show that the average search distance to object in DHTs that use
prefix-based routing is related to the number of replicas of the object in the same manner as described in (1).

3.2 Average Search Distance vs. Object Replication
For DHTs that use prefix-routing, [5] proposed that the search distance can be reduced by replicating an
object at all nodes logically preceding the node responsible for the object on all query paths. An approximate
description of the technique is as follows. Since each node maintains a link at each resolution, if an object is
replicated at all nodes sharing the same prefix then, effectively, the object “address” has fewer bits and, hence,
fewer hops are needed to reach the object. For example, if an object stored at ‘0121’ is replicated at all nodes
with an ID prefix of ‘01’ (i.e. nodes with ID ‘01xx’), then no more than 2 steps would be needed to locate the
object (it is sufficient to reach any node within the ‘01’ prefix).
We now extend the replication strategy in [5] to obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 4: In a peer-to-peer network of M nodes, where M=2k, that employs a DHT that uses prefix-routing
for search, if an object i has ni replicas placed at the nodes adjacent (on the unit perimeter circle) to the node
responsible for the object, then for M→∞ and ni/M << 1, the average number of hops to reach object i, τi(ni), is
given by

τi(ni) = logk(M/ni)

(6)

where k is the number of peers to which each peer maintains a link.

Proof:
Let us take an example of Chord [8] a variant of hypercubes which constitute a family of graphs defined over
2k nodes, k ≥ 1. A Chord node with id x ∈ [0, 1) maintains connections to nodes with id (x + 1/2, x + 1/4, . . . , x
+ 1/2k).
We wish to compute the average search distance to an object, say i, from the nodes in the network. The
number of nodes that can reach the object in 1-hop = k (since the k nodes at x − 1/2, x − 1/4, . . . , x − 1/2k
maintain a direct link to this node). The number of nodes that can reach key i in 2-hops via these k nodes is k2.
Similarly, the number of nodes that reach the object in h-hops is kh.
Let us now incorporate the effect of replication in this setting and assume that there are ni replicas of the
object that are replicated on the nodes adjacent (on the unit perimeter circle) to the node responsible for object i.
In the Chord setting, each of these replicas will have k−1 different nodes in 1-hop distance. Neglecting the
repeat nodes2 and approximating k−1 by k, we can say that the M nodes are reached in H hops where H is s.t.

M = ni [1 + k + k 2 + k 3 + ... + k H ] = ni

k H +1 − 1
k −1

(7)

The average number of hops to object i, τi(ni), is

τi(ni) = ni [(1)k + (2)k2 + (3)k3 + … + (H)kH]/M

1

Consider the id space to be a unit parameter circle i.e. if there are 2h nodes which implies that the id is an h-bit
value H, then H/2h ∈ I where I = [0, 1). The node adjacent to a node with id x ∈ I is the node with id x + 1/2h.
2
If xi is the id of the node managing object i, the k nodes xi − 1/2, xi − 1/4, . . . , xi − 1/2k have direct link to xi
while nodes (xi − 1/2k) − 1/2, (xi − 1/2k) − 1/4, . . . , (xi − 1/2k) − 1/2k will have a direct link to (xi − 1/2k), the node
adjacent to xi. Of the listed nodes with direct links, xi − 1/2k and (xi − 1/2k) − 1/2k are repeated i.e. we have k-1
nodes (that count) at the 1-hop distance. For large M and small ni, we can ignore this diminishing returns effect.
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as kni nodes reach a node that has a replica of object i in 1-hop, k2ni nodes will reach a node that has a replica of
object i in 2-hops and, in general, khni nodes reach a node that has a replica of object i in h-hops. Using
H
∂ H i
i −1
ik
=
∑
∑ k , we get
∂k i =1
i =1

τ i ( ni ) =

ni k  ∂ k H +1 − 1  ni k  ( H + 1)k H k H +1 − 1   ni ( H + 1)k H +1 ni k M / ni 
=
−
=
−
M  ∂k k − 1  M  k − 1
k −1
M k − 1 
( k − 1) 2   M

 n ( H + 1) k H +1 − 1 + 1
n H +1
k   ni ( H + 1) M ni H + 1
k  
k 
= i
−
=
+
−
= H + 1 + i
−


k −1
k − 1  M
ni M k − 1 k − 1  
M k − 1 k − 1 
 M

For M→∞ (⇒ k ~ k−1) and ni/M << 1, we get

τi(ni) ~ H
Further, using k ~ k−1 for M→∞ in (7), we get

(8)

k H +1 − 1
∼ k H i.e. M = nikH. Therefore, for M→∞, we get
k −1
H ~ logk(M/ni)

(9)

■

Substituting (9) in (8), we get H = logk(M/ni).
3.3 Optimal Replication

We note that the relation of the average search distance to the number of replicas in (6) is same as (1). The
following theorem is analogous to Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.

Theorem 5: In a peer-to-peer network of M nodes, where M=2k and M→∞, that employs a DHT which uses
prefix-routing for search, when each node has a storage capacity of K objects, in a system storing N unique
equal-size3 objects, the average search distance τ is minimized when the number of replicas, ni, of object i is
piece-wise linear with respect to the object request probabilities {pi}, (i=1,2, …, N ) i.e.

piKM
ni =

if

Max(1,Min( γ pi , M))

1
1
∀i,
≤ pi ≤
KM
K

in the general case.

where γ is s.t. ∑ i =1 ni = KM
N

(10)
(11)

Proof:
The average search distance τ is given by

τ = ∑ i =1 pi τi(ni)
N

(12)

where τi(ni) is as shown in (6).
Constrained optimization of τ w.r.t. ni, the number of replicas of object i, (for all i) subject to the total storage
space constraint

∑i =1 ni
N

≤ KM

3

(13)

Since replication of the pointers to the objects is sufficient, we assume each object has the same size. Further,
we consider the peers to be participating as “equals” and, therefore, assume that they contribute the same storage
capacity.
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and 2N other inequality constraints4 –
ni ≤ M for all i = 1 to N

(14)

ni ≥ 1 for all i = 1 to N

(15)

provides the (10) and (11) as shown below.
The classical approach to solving constrained optimization problems is the method of Lagrange multipliers.
First we will show the result for part (i). We will ignore the constraints specified by Eqs. (14) and (15) for now
and instead show that our optimal solution satisfies these constraints under conditions on λi specified in part (i).
The Lagrangian of our constrained optimization problem is:
H=

∑

N
i =1

pi τi(ni) + γ( ∑i =1 ni − K M)
N

Minimizing H over all ni for i = 1 to N :
∂τ
∂H
= pi i + γ = 0
∂ni
∂ni

i = 1 to N

(16)

Using τi(ni) = logk(M/ni) = −β ln(ni) + c,

∂τ i
β
=−
∂ni
ni
Substituting this in (16), we obtain,

ni = pi
Applying the constraint

β
γ

∑i =1 ni = KM to remove the unknown constant β/γ, we obtain the optimum number
N

of replicas as:

ni = piKM
The constraints in (14), (15) are clearly satisfied if

i = 1 to N

1
1
≤ pi ≤ ∀i. This proves part (i) of the theorem.
KM
K

Without this condition on pi, one can rewrite the problem as a maximization problem using a modified
Lagrangian. Using τi(ni) = -β ln(ni) + c, and including both the constraints in (14), (15) and rewriting the ni ≥ 1
constraint as −ni ≤ −1, the modified Lagrangian is:

G = β [ ∑ i =1 pi ln(ni)] − γ0 [ ∑i =1 ni −KM ] −
N

N

∑i =1 γ i (ni−M) − ∑i =1α i (−ni + 1)
N

N

The Kuhn Tucker Conditions for the modified Lagrangian are:

pi β
− γi − γ0 +α i = 0
ni

∑i =1 ni ≤
N

for i = 1 to N

K M, γ0 ≥ 0, and γ0[ ∑ i =1 n i − K M ] = 0
N

ni ≤ M, γi ≥ 0, and γi (ni − M) = 0

for i = 1 to N

−ni ≤ −1, αi ≥ 0, and αi (−ni +1) = 0 for i = 1 to N

4

(17)
(18a)
(18b)
(18c)

Storing multiple replicas of an object at a node has no benefit. Therefore, the number of replicas of any object
can be no more than the number of nodes. Since we assume that the average search distance is over the items
present in the system, there is at least one replica of each object.
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From (17): ni =

pi β
γ i + γ 0 − αi

(18b), (18c) imply that: either γi = 0 or ni = M, and, either αi = 0 or ni = 1, respectively. Therefore, the
optimum solution is:
ni = Max(1, Min( γ pi , M))
where, from (18a), γ is such that

∑i =1 ni = KM
N

when the storage size is not large enough to store all the files

■

(i.e. N ≥ K). This proves part (ii) of the theorem.
Substituting (10) in (6), (12), we get the following theorem.

Theorem 6: In a peer-to-peer network of M nodes, where M=2k and M→∞, that employs a DHT which uses
prefix-routing for search, when each node has a storage capacity of K objects, in a system storing N unique
equal-size5 objects, the minimized average search distance is given by

τopt = − ∑ i =1 pi logk pi − logkK
N

if

1
1
≤ pi ≤ ∀i, where pi is the request probability for object i for i = 1,2, …, N.
KM
K

(19)

■

4. Entropy
We notice from (5) that the first term in the minimum average hop distance expression is the entropy in the
object request probabilities across the entire network. We attempt to explain why the optimum average search
distance is directly related to the entropy in object request probabilities.
Viewing the network as an information source, the entropy term captures the uncertainty regarding which
object will be requested next. In the coding problem [13] where the optimal (i.e., minimal) code word length is
equal to the entropy of the source symbol, the entropy term captures the uncertainty in the symbol that is
generated next. Thus, a mapping of our search problem to the coding problem may provide us the sought
explanation.
In Section 3.2, we indicated that, in a DHT that uses prefix routing, one (approximate) way to view the effect
of replication of an object is that replicating an object at a certain prefix level reduces the number of bits in the
“effective address” of the object (e.g. the effective address of an object replicated at all nodes with prefix ‘01’ is
‘01’) and fewer bits in the address implies that the object can be reached in fewer hops (when links to each
resolution are available in O(1) hops). In this simplified view, the search distance to an object is equal to the
length of that object’s effective address. This is analogous to the length of the code word for a symbol of an
information source (since each node in our system stores only one object, the search addresses satisfy the prefix
condition). This analogy to the coding problem explains the entropy term. The second term in (5) captures the
effect of the storage size (larger storage space allows more replication per object which decreases the average
number of hops required to reach the object). However, the interaction of storage size with the aforementioned
coding analogy is not obvious. We formalize the coding analogy and the effect of per-node storage size next.
Consider a network of M nodes. Regardless of how the nodes are connected, we can construct a breadth-first
search tree for each node. The breadth-first search tree from node A has: node A at the root of the tree; the nodes
at the next level are the nodes that node A can reach in 1 hop; the nodes at a depth of 2 are the nodes that can be
reached from the nodes at a depth of 1 but were not included in the tree yet, and so on. A search for an object
from a node returns the path (from the root) to the nearest replica in the breadth-first search tree for that node. In
a search overlay network with a topology exhibiting exponential expansion, each breadth-first search tree has
5

Since replication of the pointers to the objects is sufficient, we assume each object has the same size. Further,
we consider the peers to be participating as “equals” and, therefore, assume that they contribute the same storage
capacity.
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approximately d new neighbors at each internal node of the tree (i.e. a constant branching factor of d). Thus, the
path from a node to an object on the node’s BFS tree gives us a mapping (“code”) from an object request by a
node to a string on elements {0,…,d−1}. We use this mapping to show our key result as summarized in the
following theorem.

Theorem 7: In a network of M nodes which are interconnected such that the breadth-first search tree from each
node has a branching factor6 of d, where each node has a storage capacity to store K equal-sized objects, where
each node requests objects from a set of N equal-sized objects with request probabilities {pi} i = 1,2, …, N, then
the minimum average search distance τopt is given by

τopt = − ∑ i =1 pi logd pi − logdK
N

(20)

Proof:
Consider a sequence of ML requests ordered by the node id of the requesting node7; we refer to this as the
object request sequence. Each typical object request sequence of length ML, in the limit of large L, will have
Lp1, Lp2,…, LpN requests for object 1, 2, …, N respectively by each of the M nodes8. The number of distinct
object request sequences of length ML where each node is equally-likely to make a request for object 1, 2, …, N
M



L!
with probability p1, p2,…, pN respectively, is equal to 
 .
 Lp1 ! Lp2 !... LpN ! 
Let us first show (20) for K = 1, i.e. assume that each node has the storage space to hold only 1 file.
If we knew ahead of time which node will make which request, we could place the appropriate files at each
node (note that this results in replicating files in proportion to their probability of request) and the search
distance would be 0. However, we do not know when and which objects will be requested by which nodes (this
is the uncertainty captured by the entropy term in (20)) and, hence, the search distance is non-zero.
A search path for an object from a node is a sequence of branches taken at each intermediate node on the
breadth-first search tree (e.g. if d=2, if the path to an object involves taking branch 0, then branch 1 and then
branch 0, the search path is 010 and has length 3). Thus, a search path is a string in the alphabet {0, …, d−1} of
length equal to the number of hops taken to reach the file.
Replacing the object id in the object request sequence by the search path to the object (from whichever node
requested it), we obtain a new sequence whose elements are in the alphabet {0, …, d−1}. The average search
length of an object is equal to the length of this new sequence divided by the number of requests made. Let us
call this new sequence the code for the requested sequence. For a given placement of objects, two distinct object
request sequences must give two different codes (since each node can store only one object, if a node requests a
different object, the search path for this new object has to be different and, hence, the code will be different).

6

The number of nodes covered increases exponentially with each additional hop from all nodes in the network.

7

That is, group together all the requests made by a given node while maintaining the original sequence of
requests made by that node.
8
We are applying the strong law of large numbers here in the same way as in Shannon’s original work (Section
7 in [13]) i.e. the total probability of set of object request sequences which do not have Lp1, Lp2,…, LpN requests
for object 1, 2, …, N from each of the M nodes, is negligible as ML→∞ (to be more precise, given any ∈ > 0,
we can find an L0 such that for L > L0, the total probability of this set is < ∈) .
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M



L!
To encode the 
 possible sequences of LM requests (each of which is equally likely), the
 Lp1 ! Lp2 !... LpN ! 
M



L!
9
minimum code length has to be logd 
 . Therefore , the optimum average search length for
 Lp1 ! Lp2 !... LpN ! 
M

these ML requests is τopt

=
1
2



1
L!
1
L!
log d 
.
 = log d
ML
L
Lp1 ! Lp2 !...Lp N !
 Lp1 ! Lp2 !... LpN ! 

From Stirling’s

1
2

1
1

e − n ) =  n +  ln n − n + ln 2π . Therefore, for large
2
2

n, we get ln n! ≈ n ln n − n . Substituting the approximate values for L! and Lpi! for i=1, 2, …, N, we get

approximation, n! ≈ 2π n

τopt =
≈
=

n+

e − n , or, ln n! ≈ ln( 2π n

n+

1
L!
log d
L
Lp1 ! Lp2 !...Lp N !
N
1

L
L
−
L
−
log
( Lpi log d Lpi − Lpi )
∑
d

L
i =1

N
N
N
1

log
log
log
L
L
−
L
p
L
−
L
p
p
−
L
+
L
pi 
∑
∑
∑
d
i
d
i
d
i
L 
i =1
i =1
i =1


=

N
N
1

L log d L − L log d L ∑ pi − L ∑ pi log d pi − L + L 

L
i =1
i =1


=

N
1

log
log
L
L
−
L
L
−
L
pi log d pi 
∑
d
d

L
i =1

N

= − ∑ pi log d pi
i =1

Let us now consider the case when each node can store K objects. With K distinct objects at all nodes, of the
L!
1
L!
possible object request sequences for this node, only L
will result in distinct
Lp1 ! Lp2 !... LpN !
K Lp1 ! Lp2 !... LpN !
search paths10 (in the best case i.e. when K is small compared to N and no single pi is very large11). Since,
1
1
fewer codes need to be generated per node, the minimum code length necessary is reduced by logd L
L
K
K
(over L requests) and, hence, the average search length is reduced by (at most) −logdK. ■
Since the above theorem holds for all topologies with exponential expansion independent of how objects are
stored in the network, it provides a proof of (19) (Section 3.3, Theorem 5) for DHTs that use prefix-routing
independent of any requirement on object replication. Theorem 7 also explains the result in Theorem 3 (Section
2) for unstructured networks which we obtained in [9].
We can also rederive the proportional replication result expressed by (3) and (10) in Theorems 2 and 5
respectively (which we had proved in [9]) directly from (20) as follows. Since the average search distance τ is
9

The average codeword length with our method of coding an object request sequence (concatenating the search
path for each request) is lower-bounded by the average codeword length for an optimal code in the alphabet {0,
…, d−1} for these sequences.
10
K distinct request sequences (K different file requests by node 1 and a fixed set of requests at the other M−1
nodes) with appropriate file placement will have a search length of 0 when K files can be stored at node 1.
1
1
11
For example, recall that (10) holds only if
≤ pi ≤ ∀i.
KM
K
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given by τ = ∑ i =1 pi τi(ni), if τi(ni) is of the form logd(M/ni) (as is the case for Theorems 2 and 5), rewriting (20)
N

as τopt = − ∑ i =1 pi logd pi K , we can see that the assignment of ni which minimizes τ is is such that M/ni = 1/piK
N

or ni = piKM, thus establishing (3) and (10).
While Theorem 7 gives a lower bound on the average search distance in peer-to-peer networks, Theorem 3
and 5 suggest that the lower bound can be achieved. However, we note that Theorem 3 is based on Theorem 1
and Theorem 1 was proven in [9] under the assumption that the flooding search tree grows exponentially with d
“new” nodes per internal node on the tree. We know that after a certain number of hops, many nodes reached are
repeats and, hence, the expression in (20) is a lower bound that is achieved only in the limiting case of M→∞ in
unstructured networks. The issue of node repetition is present in the DHT case also (Section 3.2, Footnote 2)
and, hence, the expression in (20) is a lower bound achieved only in the limiting case of M→∞ for DHTs as
well.
Finally, we note that we have assumed the request probabilities to be uniform across the network in this
paper (as assumed in [9]). Intuitively, we know that topological and geographic clustering in object popularities
offers the opportunity to improve the search distance. Clustering in object popularity changes the entropy
regarding which file is requested next as well as the number of possible request sequences discussed in the proof
for Theorem 7. But, as [12] shows, the optimum average search distance is still related to the entropy in which
an object is requested next in the same way. We can see this as follows.
N

Let pij be the probability that node j requests object i ( ∑ pij = 1 ). Assuming that each node still requests
i =1

objects at the same rate, each typical request sequence of length ML, in the limit of large L, will have12 L
requests from each of the M nodes. The number of distinct object request sequences of length ML where 1, 2,
M
L!
…, N appear with probabilities p1j, p2j,…, pNj (j=1,2,…,M) is equal to ∏
. Thus, for K=1, the
j =1 Lp1 j ! Lp2 j !... Lp Nj !
M

minimum number of distinct codes needed = log d ∏
j =1

for K=1, the minimum average search length =

M
L!
L!
= ∑ log d
. Therefore,
Lp1 j ! Lp2 j !... LpNj ! j =1
Lp1 j ! Lp2 j !... LpNj !

1 M
L!
1
log d
=−
∑
ML j =1
Lp1 j ! Lp2 j !...LpNj !
M

M

N

∑∑ p

ij

log d pij which is

j =1 i =1

same as that shown in [12].
Finally, we can extend the argument to when nodes make requests at different rates. The number of distinct
object request sequences of length ML where 1, 2, …, N appear with probabilities p1j, p2j,…, pNj (j=1,2,…,M)
M
MLq j !
and node j makes requests with probability qj = ∏
. Thus, the minimum average
j =1 MLq j p1 j ! MLq j p2 j !... MLq j p Nj !
search length τopt =

M
MLq j !
MLq j !
1
1 M
log d ∏
=
log d
∑
ML
ML j =1
MLq j p1 j ! MLq j p2 j !... MLq j pNj !
j =1 MLq j p1 j ! MLq j p2 j !... MLq j p Nj !

for K=1. Applying Stirling’s approximation

τopt =

=

12

MLq j !
1 M
log d
∑
ML j =1
MLq j p1 j ! MLq j p2 j !...MLq j pNj !
N
1 M 

log
MLq
!
−
log d MLq j pij !
∑
∑
d
j

ML j =1 
i =1


in the sense of Footnote 8.
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≈

N
N
1 M 

log
log
MLq
MLq
−
MLq
−
MLq
p
MLq
p
−
MLq j pij 
∑
∑
∑
j
d
j
j
j
ij
d
j
ij

ML j =1 
i =1
i =1


=

N
N
1 M 

MLq j log d ML + MLq j log d q j − ∑ MLq j pij log d ML − ∑ MLq j pij log d q j pij 
∑

ML j =1 
i =1
i =1


M
N
N
N

 M 

= ∑  q j log d q j − ∑ q j p1 j log d q j pij  = ∑  q j log d q j − ∑ q j pij log d q j − ∑ q j pij log d pij 
j =1 
i =1
i =1
i =1
 j =1 

M

N

j =1

i =1

= − ∑ q j ∑ pij log d pij
As before, a larger cache size will contribute a –logdK term. Thus, for the completely generalized case, we get
the following theorem.

Theorem 8: In a network of M nodes which are interconnected such that the breadth-first search tree from each
node has a branching factor13 of d, where each node has a storage capacity to store K equal-sized objects and
where each node makes a request with probability qj, j = 1,2, …, M, for objects from a set of N equal-sized
objects with request probabilities {pij} i = 1,2, …, N, then the minimum average search distance τopt is given by
M

N

j =1

i =1

τopt = − ∑ q j ∑ pij log d pij − logdK

■

5. Related Work
As already stated, our results for unstructured networks in Section 1 are from [9]. While [9] assumed the
request rates to be the same across the network, [12] showed that even when the object request probabilities
exhibit clustering, the minimum average search distance is equal to the entropy regarding which file is requested
next minus the logarithm of the per-node cache size. Our results in Section 4 explain this relation between the
average search distance and the entropy.
The replication method for DHTs that we used in Section 3 is a generalization of the proposal in [5] where
the number of replicas was in terms of 2i (to decrease the search distance by i) and, due to this restriction on the
allowed number of replicas, the object request probability distribution was restricted to be power-law. In this
paper, we allow the number of replicas of each object and the object request probability distribution to be
arbitrary and show that replication of an object at nodes adjacent (in the id space) to the node responsible for the
object reduces the average search distance by the logarithm of the number of replicas of the object. Another
difference between our work and [5] is in the optimization objective. They wanted to use the least amount of
storage to achieve a target average search distance while our goal was to allocate the available space efficiently
(for which we showed that the number of replicas of each object should be proportional to the request
probability of that object). Our optimization result strengthens the proposal in [1] where replicas are created on
user requests (a model similar to that discussed in [11]) and the pointers to these replicas are populated adjacent
to the node responsible for the object; we have shown in [11] that standard caching methods like LRU give near
proportional replication which implies that the proposal in [1] has near-optimal search performance.
Our result on the optimality of proportional replication for search distance in structured networks adds to the
download performance, network resource usage and stability benefits of proportional replication shown in [10],
[11] and [9] respectively.
Our result on the relation between the minimum average search distance and the entropy regarding which
object is requested next provides an alternate explanation in the field of search algorithms for the average
number of steps to find a key (i.e. the average depth to which one has to go to find a key in the search tree) in
13

The number of nodes covered increases exponentially with each additional hop from all nodes in the network.
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the optimal binary balanced search tree [15]. While [15] used sub-tree balancing properties to show that the
average number of steps to find a key in the optimal binary balanced search tree is related to the entropy in key
frequencies, we can see this relation directly from our information-theoretic argument in Theorem 7.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we showed that the average search distance (in number of overlay hops) in DHT-based peer-topeer systems is logarithmically related to the number of replicas of the object for overlay topologies with
exponential expansion if the replicas are placed in nodes adjacent to the node responsible for that object. We
used this result to show that given a certain per-node storage constraint, the average search distance is
minimized when each object is replicated in proportion to its request probabilities. This result complements the
known benefits we showed earlier for proportional replication in download performance and network resource
usage; the relative ease with which this replication can be achieved further demonstrates that peer-to-peer
networks have a self-scaling property. We also show that the minimum average search distance is related to the
entropy in object request probabilities. Finally, we generalized this result to any search tree with exponential
expansion by showing the same result using information-theoretic arguments.
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